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HOW WE KNOW SMILE IS A SUCCESS
Our program was really well-received from the start. When we invited
customers to sign up to earn new rewards, we saw a significant uptick in
how many people created accounts with our store. We’re also getting way
more people to interact with our site on a regular basis, and on social
we’re getting more people engaging than ever before.
WHY WE CHOSE SMILE
We knew we needed something that integrated with the tools we already
use, like Klaivyo. That was a huge consideration for us, since email is
such a huge part of how we communicate with our customers. We’re also
huge on referrals, so choosing a tool that makes word-of-mouth growth
easier was incredibly important for us, too.
WORKING WITH SMILE
Building a community and delivering a better customer experience is
easy with Klaviyo and Smile, and has been really beneficial for us. It’s
awesome how far we can segment it, and getting more targeted with our
messaging and seeing our engagement rates go up has been awesome.
Ultimately, Smile brings people together. I feel like the Smile team
always makes sure I have everything that I need, and the support from
the whole team is spectacular.

Results
THE FOLLOWING RESULTS WERE SEEN AFTER LESS THAN
A YEAR WITH SMILE.

As a household name in Kansas
City, it’s no surprise that Charlie
Hustle has an extremely healthy
return customer rate. Since
launching Bleacher Club in early
2018, they’ve seen an incredible
boost in return shoppers as more
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and more customers discover the
value of their rewards program.

This incredible value is also
responsible for their impressive
membership numbers. Between
their retail location and online
store, Charlie Hustle adds more
than 380 new members to
Bleacher Club each month by
offering rewards and ways to earn
points that resonate with their
brand community.

> 380

PROGRAM
MEMBERS PER
MONTH

A lot of Bleacher Club’s success
hinges on their incredible social
community. By rewarding
customers for engaging with
them on a number of platforms,
they have seen incredible growth
across the board, with an
impressive 20% lift in engaged
followers on Instagram alone.

Bleacher
Club
Born in the heart of Kansas City,
Charlie Hustle is a brand built on
civic pride. Inspired by their
beautiful city, the t-shirt brand has
built an empire of comfortable
fashion that gives back to their
local community, earning them a
loyal following across the United
States. With a desire to give back to
their customers, they launched the
Bleacher Club in an effort to build a
strong community with an
incredible customer experience.

+20%
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Using Smile’s Klaviyo ESP integration, Charlie Hustle was able to
supercharge their existing email campaigns using personalized rewards
data to get members excited about each of their program promotions.
Now, customers can’t wait to receive a new email and have been
showing their appreciation by creating accounts, referring friends, and
staying engaged on social media.

Check out Bleacher Club in action!

Want to see results like these?
Start building your own brand community
with Smile.io today!
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